Clipsal Titanium® Cable Management Panel

The Clipsal Titanium® Cable Management Panel is a superior product delivering the best cable management support when used in conjunction with other Clipsal Titanium® Series products.

The Panel is a 1 Rack Unit (1U) item designed for use in 19” rack environments, managing patch cords that are connected between patch panels and/or hubs. The product is recommended for mounting between every second row of patch panels/hubs.

The unique clips provide a quick and simple means of installing the panel in the rack or cabinet. Each of the four cable management rings have been reinforced to accommodate the capacity for up to 50 Patch Cords. The rings have been designed to facilitate easy insertion and removal of the patch leads, necessary in dynamic environments where moves and changes are required.

As an integral part of the Clipsal Titanium® range, this product has a lifetime warranty when installed by a Clipsal Certified Installer or Endorsed Partner.

PRODUCT FEATURES:
• rack mount clips eliminate the need for cage nuts and screws
• reinforced cable management rings can accommodate up to 50 Patch Cords
• cavities behind each ring provide additional space for cable slack
• additional depth on cable rings ensures compliance with minimum bend radius requirements
• compliments Clipsal Titanium® Patch Panel styling.

CUSTOMER BENEFITS:
• quick product installation using rack mount clips
• rapid insertion and removal of Patch Cords.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT. NO.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RJ1UCMP</td>
<td>1U Clipsal Titanium® Cable Management Panel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Clipsal Side Rings

The Clipsal Professional Series Side Rings are a brand new innovation from Clipsal. They are superior products delivering the best cable management support when used in conjunction with other Clipsal Professional products.

The Side Rings are typically used in frames or cabinets to provide Vertical Patch Cords routing. These new rings have several key features that make them stand out ahead of the rest. The “Ring and Lock” design utilises proven plastic hinge technology to guide patch cords. These rings have unique teeth locks that are easy to open and snap back to lock tight again should you need to open the rings.

The rings can be mounted with Patch Panels, Cable Management Panels and Ring Run Panels, or directly onto the Vertical Panel Mounts (VPM) of the equipment frame. The Deep Ring version is also available as a single unit to be mounted onto the VPM.

As an integral part of the Clipsal Professional Series, this product has a lifetime warranty when installed by a Clipsal Certified Installer or Endorsed Partner.

PRODUCT FEATURES:
- available in Graphite Grey
- teeth locks that provide easy access and security for patch cords
- plastic hinged rings are rated for > 90 open/close functions per minute
- available in 1U deep and shallow versions
- deep rings also available on a metal panel with five rings.

CUSTOMER BENEFITS:
- the key benefit is the “Ring and Lock” design which not only makes the loading and unloading of Patch Cords or cables easier but also secures them in place, keeping the cabinet neat and uncluttered. This makes circuit identification and administration for the customer far more efficient
- the two rings’ depths enable the customer to manage the cabinet or rack better depending on the amount of Patch Cords being used.

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Ring Material Polypropylene, Graphite Grey

DIMENSIONS
FOR 1U SHALLOW RING
| Plastic Bag | 80mm(H) x 120mm(D) |
| Shipping Weight | 150g |

FOR 1U DEEP RING
| Plastic Bag | 80mm(H) x 150mm(D) |
| Shipping Weight | 185g |